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Abstract 14 
Interpreting acoustic recordings of the natural environment is an increasingly important technique for 15 
ecologists wishing to monitor terrestrial ecosystems. Technological advances have made it 16 
possible to accumulate many more hours of recordings than can be listened to. Some degree 17 
of automated assistance is essential.  18 
In this paper we examine the problem of estimating avian species richness by sampling from very 19 
long acoustic recordings. A particular feature is that we work with data recorded under 20 
normal environmental conditions and with all the attendant problems of arbitrary background 21 
noise, wind, rain, traffic and the like. 22 
We calculate thirteen acoustic indices at one minute resolution which collectively characterise 23 
the structure and distribution of acoustic energy in the environment. Some of these are 24 
standard indices (such as Signal to Noise Ratio) and some are directed to avian sources (such 25 
as spectral persistence of whistles, etc).Useful acoustic indices are spectral diversity, spectral 26 
persistence and spectral entropy. 27 
Sampling for species richness is more efficient (in terms of total species identified for given 28 
listening effort) when a weighted sum of acoustic indices is used to rank the selected one 29 
minute samples. Sampling is still more efficient if periods of rain and wind (having high 30 
background noise) are avoided. For the same sampling effort, we double the species detected 31 
by traditional field surveys. 32 
Highlights: 33 
• We estimate species richness by sampling very long acoustic recordings. 34 
• Useful acoustic indices are spectral richness, persistence and entropy. 35 
• Sampling for species richness is more efficient with weighted sums of acoustic indices.  36 
• Sampling is more efficient by avoiding periods having high background noise. 37 
• For the same sampling effort, we double the species detected by field surveys. 38 
Keywords: Acoustic environment, acoustic sampling, species richness. 39 
Abbreviations: GB: Gigabytes;   Hz: Hertz;   FFT: Fast Fourier Transform;   dB: decibels;   40 
H: Entropy 41 
42 
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1. Introduction 43 
The interpretation of acoustic recordings is an increasingly important technique for ecologists 44 
wishing to monitor the terrestrial environment. Rapid advances in electronic hardware and 45 
computing power now make it possible to leave unattended devices in exposed locations for 46 
several weeks of continuous recording. It is clearly impossible for ecologists to listen to even 47 
a small fraction of this audio data made so easily available. Some degree of automated 48 
assistance is essential.  49 
Recorded audio data can contribute to a number of ecological investigations, most obviously 50 
the identification of vocal species. Bird species in particular are regularly surveyed because of 51 
their importance as indicator species of environmental health. There is now a considerable 52 
body of published work on the detection of bird vocalisations (Acevedo, 2009; Anderson, 53 
1996 ; Brandes, 2008; Cai, 2007; Chen, 2006; Juang, 2007; Kwan, 2004; McIlraith, 1997; 54 
Somervuo, 2006; Somervuo, 2006). However vocal frog and insect species are also of interest 55 
(Brandes et al., 2008) and, in the Australian context, the koala (Phascolarctos cinereus, 56 
FitzGibbon et al., 2009) and the cane toad (Bufo marinus, Hu et al., 2010) have received 57 
particular attention. 58 
Another important ecological task is to compare the species richness of a particular site with 59 
that of a reference site. In theory it might be possible to automate this task by preparing 60 
individual recognizers for the 100 or more expected vocal species but the preparation of call 61 
recognizers is not an easy task. Lack of suitable training data can be a significant constraint 62 
and, even if a recognizer is successfully trained for one species in one locality, the natural 63 
geographic variation of calls may render it less effective in a new locality. Our research group 64 
has previously addressed the problem of recognizing vocal species by steering a middle path 65 
between “one-recognizer-fits-all-species” and “one-recognizer-for-each-species”. The former 66 
strategy can sacrifice accuracy for generality but the latter is cumbersome and difficult to 67 
maintain. We have built a number of recognizers for generic features shared by many bird 68 
calls (Towsey et al, 2012). 69 
This paper investigates the problem of determining species richness using acoustic 70 
recordings. However, we do not attempt to automate this task using species recognizers – 71 
rather we approach it as a problem of computer assisted sampling from long duration audio 72 
recordings. We illustrate our approach by focusing on bird species. The traditional method to 73 
determine avian richness at a specific location is the point count: an appropriately skilled 74 
person counts all species heard and/or seen within a specified area over a fixed period of time. 75 
Clearly this is a time consuming task where sampling frequency is constrained by cost. A 76 
typical trade-off might be to visit the site for 20 minutes at morning, noon and dusk over 77 
several days. See Wimmer et al. (2012) for further discussion. 78 
Automated and semi-automated methods offer the advantage that recording devices can be 79 
left in the field for several days or weeks obviating the need for regular field visits by a 80 
trained ecologist. However, the use of acoustic recordings to determine avian species richness 81 
is a relatively new technology and there are very few well established protocols or even 82 
comparisons of automated methods with traditional. Our research group is investigating 83 
protocols for the use of environmental recordings. Wimmer et al (2012b) compared a number 84 
of acoustic sampling protocols with traditional point counts and demonstrated that they can be 85 
significantly more efficient than point counts, where efficiency is defined as the number of 86 
species identified for the equivalent amount of listening effort.  87 
This paper extends the work of Wimmer et al (2012b). They increase the efficiency of 88 
determining avian species richness by selecting one minute samples of audio at times of the 89 
day when birds are more likely to be calling – for example, during the morning chorus. In this 90 
paper we also approach the determination of avian species richness as a sampling problem. 91 
However we endeavour to present one minute segments to the ecologist in an order ranked by 92 
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some measure of acoustic ‘richness’. Success is achieved if an estimate of species richness is 93 
obtained more efficiently (measured as species identified for a given listening effort) than 94 
using traditional on-site point counts or random sampling of audio. 95 
Our work was motivated by a report (Sueur et al., 2008) which demonstrates that measures of 96 
acoustic entropy are a useful surrogate for biodiversity. Acoustic entropy is a measure of the 97 
dispersal of acoustic energy within a recording, either through time or frequency bands. Sueur 98 
et al. acknowledge the difficulty of building individual species recognizers and therefore turn 99 
to indirect measures of biodiversity, making the simple assumption that a greater number of 100 
vocal species will increase the acoustic heterogeneity of a locality. They test the hypothesis 101 
that acoustic entropy correlates with acoustic heterogeneity and conclude that the hypothesis 102 
is validated, although the graphed relationship (Sueur et al., Figure 2a) is not strong. In 103 
addition, their conclusion relies on artificially constructed recordings derived by 104 
concatenating a variety of individually isolated bird calls. 105 
A particular feature of our approach is that we work with data recorded under normal 106 
environmental conditions and with all the attendant problems of arbitrary background noise. 107 
We also investigate a variety of other acoustic indices and weighted combinations of them. 108 
We demonstrate that, with an appropriately weighted combination of acoustic indices, 109 
ecologists can identify a greater range of species more efficiently than with random sampling 110 
of acoustic data, which is in turn more efficient than traditional point count surveys.  111 
2. Methods 112 
2.1. Hardware 113 
Acoustic recordings were obtained using custom developed acoustic sensors (Wimmer, et al., 114 
2010, 2012a). These are portable, weather resistant and small enough to be concealed in 115 
undergrowth if necessary. Each contains a battery powered digital acoustic data logger 116 
capable of recording continuously for days at a time. The data is stored on high capacity 117 
secure digital memory cards. Using 32GB memory cards and recording in mp3 format (128 118 
kbit/s), each device can store up to 20 days continuous recording or up to 60 days of 119 
scheduled recording. The maximum recording duration can be increased with higher capacity 120 
memory cards. Sensors were located at the centre of each survey site and configured to record 121 
continuously for five consecutive days. 122 
2.2. Data Sets 123 
We obtained five days of continuous audio recording from 13th to 17th October 2010 inclusive 124 
at four locations in bushland on the outskirts of Brisbane city, Australia. See Wimmer et al 125 
(2012b) for more detail about the recording sites and methodology for obtaining recordings. 126 
The work described in this paper is derived from recordings at only one of the four sites, Site 127 
3. A road (some 100 meters distant) meant that recordings were contaminated with traffic 128 
noise in addition to occasional airplanes, dog barks, human speech, rain and wind gusts. 129 
Recordings were sampled at 22,050 Hz (bit rate of 16) and divided into one minute segments. 130 
Two appropriately qualified ‘bird observers’ identified all the audible bird species in each one 131 
minute segment. For more detail see Wimmer et al (2012b). The end result was five days of 132 
continuous recording with all bird calls tagged at one minute resolution. 133 
2.3. Acoustic Processing  134 
Recordings were re-sampled at 17,640 samples per second and divided into non-overlapping 135 
frames of 256 samples each. Thus there were approximately 4,140 frames per one minute of 136 
recording (the number depending on the exact duration of each ‘one minute’ segment). The 137 
final fractional frame in each minute was discarded. We calculated 13 acoustic indices for 138 
each minute segment. Indices 1 to 7 were derived from a wave envelope which was, in turn, 139 
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derived from the maximum absolute value in each frame. Note that the number of values in 140 
the wave envelope equals the number of complete frames in a one minute segment of audio. 141 
The justification for re-sampling down to 17,640 samples per second is to reduce the 142 
computational demands when analysing such long recordings. Furthermore, almost all of the 143 
acoustic activity of interest to us is below the Nyquist frequency of 8820 Hz. 144 
Indices 8 to 13 were derived directly or indirectly from one minute spectrograms. FFTs were 145 
calculated using a Hamming window. The spectrum derived from each frame has 128 146 
frequency bins, spanning 8820 Hz (68.9 Hz per bin). The spectrum was smoothed with a 147 
moving average filter (window width = 3). We removed from further consideration the lowest 148 
seven bins (0-482 Hz) in order to avoid traffic noise that contaminated recordings. (Non-149 
removal of these low frequency bands meant that the extracted indices were dominated by 150 
non-avian acoustic sources.) In consequence, a one minute spectrogram had 121 * 4140 ≈ 151 
500,000 cells. Spectrograms were noise reduced using the method described in the technical 152 
report of (Towsey, 2012). Spectrograms were not converted to decibels in order to preserve 153 
values appropriate for subsequent calculations of entropy. This approach also preserved 154 
consistency with the work of Sueur et al (2008). 155 
2.4. Acoustic Indices 156 
This section outlines the derivation of each of the 13 acoustic indices. 157 
1: Average Signal Amplitude: Calculated as the average absolute amplitude of the wave 158 
envelope. This average value is converted to decibels using: 159 
dB = 20 log10 (Aav), 160 
where Aav is the average amplitude of the envelope samples. Decibels have a negative value 161 
because amplitude is in the range [0, 1].  162 
2: Background Noise: Estimated from the wave envelope using a modification of the method 163 
of Lamel et al. (1981) as described by Towsey (2012b). The value is given in decibels. 164 
Background noise over the five days ranged from -42 dB to -30 dB. 165 
3: Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR): The decibel difference between the maximum envelope 166 
amplitude in any minute segment and the background noise (Index 2). 167 
4: Acoustic Activity: The fraction of frames within a one minute segment where the signal 168 
envelope is more than 3dB above background (Index 2). 169 
5: Count of Acoustic Events: The number of times that the signal envelope crosses the 3 dB 170 
threshold (see Index 4) from below to above. 171 
6: Average Duration of Acoustic Events: An acoustic event is a portion of recording which 172 
starts when the signal envelope crosses above the 3 dB threshold and ends when it crosses 173 
below the 3 dB threshold. The average duration of the acoustic events so identified is 174 
measured in milliseconds. 175 
7: Entropy of the Signal Amplitude (henceforth temporal entropy): The amplitude envelope 176 
for the entire one minute recording was normalised to unit area and treated as a probability 177 
mass function (pmf). The entropy (H) of the signal was calculated as: 178 
H(temporal) = -∑ilog2(pmfi) / log2(N), 179 
where i is an index over all integers 1 - N and N is the number of frame values in the signal 180 
envelope. 181 
8: Spectral Cover: The fraction of spectrogram cells where the spectral amplitude exceeds 182 
0.015. The suitability of this threshold was determined by trial and error. It is low because 183 
background noise has already been removed. Its equivalent in dB above background cannot 184 
be meaningfully calculated.  185 
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9: Entropy of spectral maxima: Calculated only from active frames as determined in Index 4 186 
above.  187 
a) For each active frame determine the frequency bin having maximum amplitude. 188 
b) Prepare a histogram of frequency bins having maximum spectral amplitude. A 189 
maximum bin is added to the histogram only if its amplitude exceeds 0.045 (three 190 
times the threshold used in Index 8). 191 
c) Calculate the entropy of the resulting histogram (of spectral maxima) as described for 192 
Index 7, except that here N = the spectral length = 121. 193 
10: Entropy of the Average Spectrum (henceforth spectral entropy): Calculated only from the 194 
spectra of active frames as defined in Index 4 above.  195 
a) Calculate the average of all spectra of active frames. 196 
b) Calculate the entropy of the average spectrum as described for Index 9, step c. 197 
11: Entropy of the Variance Spectrum: Calculated at the same time as Index 10 but replacing 198 
the average of each frequency bin by its variance. Calculate the entropy of the variance 199 
spectrum as described for Indices 9 and 10. 200 
12: Spectral Diversity: Measured as the number of distinct spectral clusters in a one minute 201 
recording segment. Like Indices 9, 10 and 11, spectral diversity was expected to be a helpful 202 
indicator of spectral richness and therefore of species richness. This index is calculated from 203 
active frames as determined in Index 4 above.  204 
a) Convert each spectrum to a binary vector using a threshold amplitude = 0.03 (twice 205 
the threshold used in Index 8). 206 
b) Use a clustering algorithm to determine the number of spectral categories. Due to 207 
computational demands imposed by five days of continuous audio recording, it is 208 
necessary for the clustering algorithm to converge quickly. For more detail see the 209 
Technical Report of (Towsey, 2012). 210 
c) Prune the resulting list of spectral clusters by removing clusters that contain only one 211 
member and clusters whose centroid contains only one non-zero value. While the 212 
final cluster count is sensitive to the choice of spectra that seed the clustering process 213 
and to other parameter choices, it is generally indicative of the spectral diversity in a 214 
one minute recording. The maximum number of clusters in any minute over the five 215 
days of recording was 49. 216 
13: Spectral Persistence: Each active frame in a one minute segment is assigned to its nearest 217 
spectral cluster as determined in Index 12, step b. Spectral persistence occurs when 218 
consecutive frames are assigned to the same spectral cluster and is defined as the average 219 
duration (in milliseconds) of those clusters which persist for longer than one frame. 220 
3. Results 221 
3.1. Species Counts 222 
The number of unique species calling minute by minute over the five days is shown in Figure 223 
1. During the morning chorus of a typical day at this site, more than ten unique call types can 224 
be identified within a minute period. Note that some species have more than one call type, so 225 
it is more accurate to refer to call types than to species. However for convenience we will use 226 
the terms interchangeably. As is to be expected, the number of calls at night is much reduced. 227 
Over the five days, 77 unique calls or species were identified but the number of unique calls 228 
in a typical day is about three-quarters of this number (Table 1). In other words, not all birds 229 
at this site call every day. An obvious feature in both Figure 1 and Table 1 is the reduced 230 
number of calls on day 4 (16th October). This was due to strong gusting winds which 231 
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developed on the evening of the 15th October and persisted to early morning of 17th October. 232 
Likewise the number of ‘active’ minutes (when at least one bird call could be identified) was 233 
nearly halved on 16th October. The combined effect of fewer calling species and reduced 234 
calling rate was to reduce call density by a factor of 2 – 3. Call density is defined as the 235 
average number of different species calling per ‘acoustically active’ minute (see bottom row 236 
of Table 1). An ‘acoustically active’ minute is a one minute recording segment in which at 237 
least one bird call is identified. 238 
Table 1: Counts and density of unique bird calls over five days. 239 
 13th Oct 14th Oct 15th Oct 16th Oct 17th Oct 
# Unique Species 62 58 62 45 62 
# Active Minutes 877 872 850 449 884 
Call Density 5.9 4.7 4.6 2.2 4.2 
 240 
The effects of wind could be detected in measurements of background noise (Figure 2). For 241 
the first two days (13th and 14th October), background noise shows a typical 24 hour profile 242 
that we have observed at other sites when the weather is calm. In particular, noise decreases 243 
steadily during the night as insect and animal activity declines and then increases sharply with 244 
the onset of the morning chorus. However during extended periods of high wind, both the 245 
absolute level of background noise and its variability over time increase.  246 
3.2. Sampling with prior knowledge 247 
Our goal is to find a sampling protocol which allows an ecologist to identify the maximum 248 
number of different species in the minimum listening time. To measure success in this 249 
endeavour we require some benchmarks. An obvious benchmark is one where we have 250 
complete prior knowledge of the call distribution of every species. Row 1 of Table 2 shows 251 
the minimum number of samples required to detect 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the species 252 
calling on 13th October 2010 given complete prior knowledge of call distributions. (The 253 
nomenclature S75 means the number of one minute samples required to identify 75% of 254 
calling species in a 24 hour period. This nomenclature will be used throughout the paper.) 255 
Employing a ‘greedy’ algorithm, which selects as its next sample the one minute recording 256 
containing the most so-far unidentified species, only 23 samples are required to identify all 257 
species. Note however that this greedy algorithm is not guaranteed to find the global 258 
minimum values of S25-S100. 259 
3.3. Random sampling 260 
Another appropriate benchmark is the performance of random sampling over the 1440 minute 261 
segments in a 24 hour period. Values for S25, S50, S75 and S100 are shown for 13th October 262 
in Table 2, bottom row. Note that with the greedy algorithm, 2.5 times as many samples are 263 
required to move from S75 to S100. By comparison, 10.3 times as many samples are required 264 
with random sampling. It becomes increasingly difficult to identify the low calling-rate 265 
species when random sampling. As noted by Wimmer et al. (2012) five species detected in 266 
the study area called only once in the five days. In fact, calling frequency displays the “20-267 
80” relationship, that is, many species call infrequently and few species call frequently. Hence 268 
random sampling becomes an inefficient way to identify infrequently calling species. 269 
Table 2: The number of one minute samples required to identify 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of calling 270 
bird species on 13th October 2010 employing two different sampling algorithms. See text for a 271 
definition of the greedy sampling algorithm. The averages and standard deviations given for random 272 
sampling are the outcome of 5000 trials. 273 
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Sampling protocol S25 S50 S75 S100 
Greedy sampling (with 
prior knowledge) 
1 4 9 23 
Random sampling (no 
prior knowledge) 
7.6 ± 3.6 31 ± 9 120 ± 32 1223 ± 176 
 274 
The question arises as to which of S25, S50, S75 and S100 is most appropriate when making 275 
comparisons between the different sampling protocols described in this paper. We opted for 276 
S75, since S100 is unreasonably demanding and S50 leaves too many species unidentified. 277 
Wimmer et al (2012a) have demonstrated that restricting sampling to the three hour period 278 
after dawn is an efficient way to detect species because call density is highest and many 279 
different species vocalise during the dawn chorus. To illustrate this, we calculated S75 for two 280 
different sampling protocols over all five days of the study: (1) random sampling over the 24 281 
hours and, (2) random sampling restricted to the three hours after civil dawn (Table 3). It is 282 
apparent that the second protocol is more efficient (particularly on 15th and 16th October) but 283 
that there is always the risk that 75% of species will not call during the dawn chorus (as 284 
occurred on 17th October). 285 
Table 3: A comparison of S75 values for five consecutive days using two different sampling 286 
protocols.  287 
Sampling protocol 13th Oct 14th Oct 15th Oct 16th Oct 17th Oct 
Random sampling 
over 24 hours 
120 ± 32 179 ± 44 139 ± 35 322 ± 80 227 ± 97 
Random sampling in 
3 hours after dawn 
95 ± 22 158 ± 17 75 ± 16 158 ± 18 Not 
possible 
 288 
The question arises as to what factor most determines day to day variations in the efficiency 289 
of random sampling. The graph in Figure 3 illustrates that S75 (over the five days of the 290 
study) is strongly correlated with call density (r2 = 0.90). This is to be expected because 291 
increasing call density means that any ‘acoustically active’ one minute sample is likely to 292 
include a larger number of unique calls or different species. The effect of wind is to reduce 293 
calling frequency and consequently to reduce the joint probability of two or more species 294 
calling in the same minute (assuming minimal interactions between species). 295 
3.4. Sampling based on single indices 296 
Having established benchmarks for sampling performance, we now move to sampling 297 
protocols informed by the acoustic indices described above. In this experiment we calculated 298 
12 indices (all except background noise) for each of the 1440 minute segments on 13th 299 
October. The segments were then sampled in ranked order of index value and S75 was 300 
calculated for each sampling protocol (Table 4). In addition to S75, a z-score and a % 301 
confidence value was calculated (Table 4, columns 3 and 4 respectively). The z-score was 302 
calculated with respect to the mean and standard deviation of S75 obtained by random 303 
sampling (Table 4, top row). Confidence can be interpreted as the percent of random 304 
sampling trials in which the value of S75 will be greater than that achieved by the ‘index 305 
informed’ sampling protocol over the same 24 hour recording. Recall that a lower value of 306 
S75 implies more efficient sampling.  307 
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The first observation is that some of the sampling protocols (for example that informed by 308 
SNR) performed worse than random sampling. This occurred for two reasons: either (1) the 309 
index did not reflect avian sources or (2) the index selected consecutive samples containing 310 
the same calling species. Note that sampling efficiently for species richness requires 311 
consecutive samples to contain diverse and different species. Five indices had the desired 312 
effect of selecting samples with high species diversity: index 5: count of acoustic segments; 313 
index 10: spectral entropy; index 11: entropy of spectral variance; index 12: spectral diversity; 314 
and index 13: spectral persistence. For example, the value of S75 obtained using index 12 to 315 
rank samples was 65, well below the average of 120 for random sampling. Expressed 316 
statistically, we may say that the value of S75 when sampling is ‘informed’ by index 12 will 317 
be less than that obtained in 96% of random sampling trials. 318 
Table 4: S75 values, their associated Z-scores and % confidence values (calculated with 319 
respect to random sampling) for 13th October. 320 
Index S75 Z-score % confidence 
Random sampling 120 ± 32   
1. Average signal amplitude 118 -0.06 50% 
3. SNR 205 2.7 0.3% 
4. % acoustically active frames 137 0.5 29% 
5. Number of acoustic events 88 -1.0 84% 
6. Av. duration of acoustic events. 152 1.0 15% 
7. Entropy (temporal) 201 2.6 0.5% 
8. Spectral cover 124 0.1 45% 
9. Entropy (peak frequencies) 93 -0.9 80% 
10. Entropy (spectral) 82 -1.2 89% 
11. Entropy (spectral variance) 84 -1.2 87% 
12. Spectral diversity 65 -1.7 96% 
13. Spectral persistence 63 -1.8 96% 
 321 
The graph in Figure 4 illustrates how the species accumulation curve using sampling ranked 322 
by spectral richness falls between the two benchmark curves, ‘greedy’ optimal sampling and 323 
random sampling. By contrast, the use of indices having a confidence below 50% would shift 324 
the species accumulation curve to the right and below that of random sampling. 325 
3.5. Sampling based on combinations of weighted indices 326 
An obvious next step is to inform sampling with a weighted combination of acoustic indices. 327 
The determination of the ‘best’ weights is an optimization problem which invites a machine 328 
learning solution but in this paper we only present the results of a manual exploration to 329 
demonstrate proof of concept. In the language of machine learning we used October 13th as 330 
training data (to optimise index weights) and the remaining days as test data. We found 331 
several combinations of weighted indices all of which performed better on the data for the 332 
13th October than any of the indices separately (compare the S75 values in Table 5 with those 333 
in Table 4). 334 
Table 5: Relative weights used to combine indices into a single index. Note that the weights sum to 335 
1.0 regardless of the number of indices combined. The S75 results in the rightmost column are for 13th 336 
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Oct 2010 (the training data).  % confidence (as defined in the text) is with respect to the average and 337 
standard deviation of S75 obtained by random sampling (120 ± 32). 338 
 Number of 
acoustic 
segments 
Entropy 
(spectral 
average) 
Entropy 
(spectral 
variance) 
Spectral 
diversity 
Spectral 
persistence 
S75 and 
(% confidence) 
5 indices 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 58 (97%) 
4 indices - 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1 46 (99%) 
3 indices - 0.5 0.1 0.4 - 48 (99%) 
2 indices - 0.6 - 0.4 - 47 (99%) 
 339 
The machine learning literature teaches us to beware of over-learning - algorithms whose 340 
parameters are optimized on training data will not perform as well on unseen test data. The 341 
same four combinations of weighted indices shown in Table 5 were next applied to the data 342 
for 14-17th October (see results in Figure 5). Sampling performance was good for 14th October 343 
(that is, the S75 values were lower than for random sampling with a confidence > 90% for all 344 
combinations of indices) but was much degraded on the following two days due to the effect 345 
of wind. It is clear that our sampling protocol must incorporate some mechanism to minimise 346 
sampling during periods of high wind or high background noise. 347 
There is another important observation to be drawn from the results shown in Figure 5. 348 
Although combining two indices can perform as well as (or better than) combining five 349 
indices (when optimising weights on the training data of October 13th), the performance of 350 
four or five combined indices on unseen test data is more robust than that of two indices. In 351 
other words, it is better to combine as many indices as is consistent with good performance 352 
because multiple indices buffer one another on unseen data. 353 
3.6. Sampling while avoiding background noise 354 
In this final experiment we attempted to optimise our sampling strategy by incorporating two 355 
kinds of bias: a bias to sample during the morning chorus and a bias to avoid periods of high 356 
background noise. For these experiments we used a weighted combination of four indices (as 357 
shown in row 3 of Table 5). After calculating the weighted index for a one minute segment 358 
we then multiplied the index by two additional values, a chorus bias and a noise bias. We 359 
applied a chorus bias of 1.1 to each of the 180 minute segments after civil dawn (4:51am on 360 
the 13th October 2010). This has the effect of giving a slightly higher rank to those samples in 361 
the three hours after dawn. (Note that this is another variable to be optimised on training data. 362 
The value of 1.1 was determined by trial and error. Too high a bias value degraded sampling 363 
performance.) 364 
A background noise bias was calculated using the following rule: 365 
If ((bg noise > -35dB) AND (bg variance > 2dB)) then noise bias:= 0.6 else bias:= 1.0. 366 
The effect of this rule (determined by observation of the data graphed in Figures 1 and 2) is to 367 
reduce the probability of taking a sample located in the centre of a two hour period whose 368 
average background noise exceeds -35 dB or whose noise variance exceeds 2.0 dB.  369 
The effect of these additional biases is shown in Table 6. We have however changed the 370 
reported performance criterion. We now report the percent of total known species identified 371 
in taking 60 samples – thus we can compare our results with field point count surveys which 372 
involved three 20 minute observations (at morning, noon and dusk) equivalent to a total of 60 373 
one minute samples. The number of species identified by field survey is shown in Table 6, 374 
row 1. The percent of species identified by taking 60 random samples is shown in row 2. As 375 
observed by Wimmer et al. (2012a) even random sampling of audio data outperforms a field 376 
survey. A caveat to the results in Table 6 is that, in practice, the manual tagging of a one 377 
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minute audio recording takes about three minutes because of the tendency to replay segments 378 
to achieve greater accuracy – an option that is not of course possible in a field survey 379 
(Wimmer et al 2012a).  380 
Table 6: The performance of five different sampling protocols. In this table performance 381 is calculated as the percent of known species identified. (Percentages rounded to integer 382 values) The total amount of listening time for all protocols was 60 minutes.  383 
Sampling 
protocol  
13th Oct 14th Oct 15th Oct 16th Oct 17th Oct 
Field survey 35% (22/62) 45% (26/58) 32% (20/62) 33% (15/45) 35% (22/62) 
Random samples 64±5% 58±5% 59±5% 41±8% 56±11% 
Four weighted 
indices, no biases 
**76%  60%  32%   11% 58% 
+ Chorus bias **76%  64% 42%   29% 60% 
+ Chorus bias 
+ noise bias 
**76% *66% 58% ***69% 60% 
*: significantly greater than the value obtained with random sampling at *95%; ** 99%; *** 99.9% 384 
 385 
The use of a weighted combination of four indices without additional biases (row 3) increases 386 
the count of identified species for October 13th but reduces it on the windy days of 15th and 387 
16th October. The addition of the chorus and noise biases has the desired effect – it increases 388 
the count of identified species on windy days (15th and 16th October) without reducing the 389 
count on ‘still’ days. The combined result is that smart sampling with biases significantly 390 
outperforms random sampling on three of the five days and is not worse than random 391 
sampling on the remaining two days. 392 
4. Discussion 393 
The increasing use of acoustic sensors to monitor biodiversity presents many technical and 394 
procedural problems. Sensor reliability has improved to the point where more recordings are 395 
available than can be listened to. In this work we have approached the “data deluge” problem 396 
as one of sampling, an approach with which ecologists are well familiar. We have 397 
demonstrated that sampling informed by acoustic indices can reduce the amount of listening 398 
time required to identify some 75% of species expected to be present at a site. Alternatively, it 399 
can increase the number of species identified for a fixed ‘minutes of listening effort’ 400 
compared to random sampling or field survey. 401 
Our method begins with the calculation of 13 acoustic indices that describe the structure and 402 
distribution of acoustic energy in a recording at one minute resolution. Of the 13 indices, 403 
spectral entropy, spectral diversity and spectral persistence were most useful in selecting 404 
samples that optimised species identification. Unlike Sueur et al., we did not find temporal 405 
entropy (the dispersal/concentration of acoustic energy through time) to be a helpful index for 406 
our sampling problem. We note, on closer examination of Figure 2a in Sueur et al. (2008), 407 
that, while their acoustic richness index (H) rises monotonically with the number of species 408 
incorporated into their artificial recordings, it is not a strong relationship. On the other hand, 409 
we found spectral entropy (the dispersal/concentration of acoustic energy through the 410 
frequency spectrum) to be a useful index when used in combination with other indices. An 411 
important finding of this work is that a weighted combination of four acoustic indices yields 412 
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better sampling results on unseen data than a smaller number indices that perform well on 413 
training data.       414 
A particular feature of our work is the use of ‘real-world’ recordings containing arbitrary 415 
noise. We have endeavoured to develop a technique which can be applied directly to ‘raw’ 416 
recordings typically obtained by ecologists. To this end, it was necessary to ignore acoustic 417 
content in the 0-400 Hz band (containing noise pollution due to traffic and airplanes) and it 418 
was necessary to sacrifice accuracy of the clustering algorithm (used to compute spectral 419 
diversity) in order to reduce processing time. We use a desk-top computer (with Intel(R) 420 
Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU, 3.4 GHz, 8.0 GB RAM) which can process a 24 hour mp3 recording 421 
in about 90 minutes. A parallel implementation on a faster machine with 64 GB of RAM has 422 
reduced this figure more than 10-fold. 423 
There are a number of directions in which this work can be extended. The most obvious are to 424 
explore a wider range of acoustic indices and to implement a machine learning algorithm to 425 
optimise the weights and biases used to combine indices. In addition, we currently calculate 426 
indices independently for each minute segment but sampling could be biased so as take 427 
account of the acoustic content of samples already taken. This would be similar to the 428 
diversity index calculated by Sueur et al (2008). However the most immediate need is to 429 
develop a more reliable method to recognize periods of rain and wind. Depending on the task, 430 
sampling could be biased towards or away from periods of rain and/or wind. If the target 431 
species were frogs than ability to bias sampling to post-rain periods would be of great use. 432 
Our on-going work has already established that it is possible to detect rain periods using some 433 
combination of the indices already obtained.  434 
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 501 
Figure Legends 502 
Figure 1: Number of unique bird call types per minute over five consecutive days, 13-17 Oct, 503 
2010. 504 
Figure 2: Background noise (dB) over five consecutive days, 13-17 Oct, 2010. 505 
Figure 3: The dependence of the S75 sample number on call density. (One point for each day 506 
of recording) 507 
Figure 4: Species accumulation curves for three sampling protocols. (Data derived from a 508 
single day of recording – 13th October, 2010.)  509 
Figure 5: The performance of four different weighted sampling protocols over five days of 510 
acoustic recording. Performance is measured as percent confidence, that is, the percent 511 
probability that the value of S75 for the protocol is less than that of random sampling. 512 
 513 
Tables 514 
Table 1: Counts and density of unique bird calls over five days. 515 
 13th Oct 14th Oct 15th Oct 16th Oct 17th Oct 
# Unique Species 62 58 62 45 62 
# Active Minutes 877 872 850 449 884 
Call Density 5.9 4.7 4.6 2.2 4.2 
 516 
 517 
Table 2: The number of one minute samples required to identify 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of calling 518 
bird species on 13th October 2010.  519 
Sampling protocol S25 S50 S75 S100 
Greedy sampling (with 
prior knowledge)# 
1 4 9 23 
Random sampling (no 
prior knowledge)## 
7.6 ± 3.6 31 ± 9 120 ± 32 1223 ± 176 
# See text for a definition of the greedy sampling algorithm. 
## The averages and standard deviations for random sampling are the outcome of 5000 trials. 
 520 
 521 
Table 3: S75 values for five consecutive days and two sampling protocols.  522 
Sampling protocol 13th Oct 14th Oct 15th Oct 16th Oct 17th Oct 
Random sampling 
over 24 hours 
120 ± 32 179 ± 44 139 ± 35 322 ± 80 227 ± 97 
 15 
Random sampling in 
3 hours after dawn 
95 ± 22 158 ± 17 75 ± 16 158 ± 18 Not 
possible 
 523 
 524 
Table 4: S75 values, their associated Z-scores and % confidence values (calculated with 525 
respect to random sampling) for 13th October. 526 
Index S75 Z-score % confidence 
Random sampling 120 ± 32   
1. Average signal amplitude 118 -0.06 50% 
3. SNR 205 2.7 0.3% 
4. % acoustically active frames 137 0.5 29% 
5. Number of acoustic events 88 -1.0 84% 
6. Av. duration of acoustic events. 152 1.0 15% 
7. Entropy (temporal) 201 2.6 0.5% 
8. Spectral cover 124 0.1 45% 
9. Entropy (peak frequencies) 93 -0.9 80% 
10. Entropy (spectral) 82 -1.2 89% 
11. Entropy (spectral variance) 84 -1.2 87% 
12. Spectral diversity 65 -1.7 96% 
13. Spectral persistence 63 -1.8 96% 
 527 
 528 
Table 5: Weights used to combine indices and the corresponding S75 values for 13th Oct 2010 (the 529 
training data).  530 
 Number of 
acoustic 
segments 
Entropy 
(spectral 
average) 
Entropy 
(spectral 
variance) 
Spectral 
diversity 
Spectral 
persistence 
S75 and 
(confidence#) 
5 indices 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 58 (97%) 
4 indices - 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1 46 (99%) 
3 indices - 0.5 0.1 0.4 - 48 (99%) 
2 indices - 0.6 - 0.4 - 47 (99%) 
# Percent confidence is with respect to the average and standard deviation of S75 obtained with 5000 
repeats of random sampling (S75 = 120 ± 32 samples). 
 531 
 532 
Table 6: The performance of five different sampling protocols. The total amount of 533 listening time for all protocols was 60 minutes.  534 
Sampling 
protocol  
13th Oct 14th Oct 15th Oct 16th Oct 17th Oct 
 16 
Field survey 35% (22/62) 45% (26/58) 32% (20/62) 33% (15/45) 35% (22/62) 
Random samples 64±5% 58±5% 59±5% 41±8% 56±11% 
Four weighted 
indices, no biases 
**76%  60%  32%   11% 58% 
+ Chorus bias **76%  64% 42%   29% 60% 
+ Chorus bias 
+ noise bias 
**76% *66% 58% ***69% 60% 
1: Significance values: greater than value obtained with random sampling at *95%; ** 99%; *** 99.9% 535 
2: Performance is calculated as the percent of total species known to call on that day. 536 3: Percentages are rounded to integer values. 537 
 538 
 539 
FIGURES 540 
 541 
 
Figure 1: Number of unique bird call types per minute over five consecutive days. 
 542 
 543 
 544 
 
Figure 2: Background noise (dB) over five consecutive days, 13-17 Oct, 2010. 
 545 
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Figure 3: The dependence of the S75 sample number on call density. 
 547 
 548 
 
Figure 4: Species accumulation curves for three sampling protocols.   
 549 
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Figure 5: The performance of four different weighted sampling protocols over five days of 
acoustic recording. Performance is measured as percent confidence, that is, the percent 
probability that S75 for the protocol will be less than that of random sampling. 
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